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Abstract
Recently, genome editing tools have been extensively used in many biomedical sciences. the gene editing system is applied to modify the 
dnA sequences in the cellular system to comprehend their physiological response. A developing genome editing technology like clustered 
regularly short palindromic repeats (CRiSpR) is widely used in medical sciences. CRiSpR and CRiSpR-associated protein 9 (CRiSpR/
Cas9) system is being exploited to edit any dnA mutations related to inherited ailments to investigate in animals (in vivo) and cell lines 
(in vitro). Remarkably, CRISPR/Cas9 could be employed to examine treatments of many human genetic diseases such as cystic fibrosis, 
tyrosinemia, phenylketonuria, muscular dystrophy, Parkinson’s disease, retinoschisis, hemophilia, β-thalassemia and atherosclerosis. 
moreover, CRiSpR/Cas9 was used for disease resistance such as tuberculosis, Johne’s diseases, chronic enteritis, and brucellosis in ani-
mals. finally, this review discusses existing progress in treating hereditary diseases using CRiSpR/Cas9 technology and the high points 
accompanying obstacles.
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In this era of genomics, discovering the hereditary 
disorder conditions ascending owing to a mutation in 
multiple genes (polygenic) or a single gene (monogenic) 
has been extensively explored (O’Connor and Crystal, 
2006; Grisch-Chan et al., 2019). In parallel, researchers 
focused on disease remedy through genomic modification 
or conquering the competence to restore any portion of 
the human and animal genome (Hekselman et al., 2022). 
Recently, genomic editing tools are robust approaches 
that have been applied in the biological sciences to en-
hance our life and welfare (Cong et al., 2013; Cobb et al., 
2015). Additionally, the capacity to accurately and pur-
posefully modify the eukaryotic cell genome has signifi-
cantly augmented thanks to the versatility of gene editing 
as a remediation tool for many diseases (Christian et al., 
2010). For treating numerous inherited diseases, studies 
have demonstrated that the high-accuracy gene depends 
on several factors. 

More recently, CRISPR/Cas9 has been a powerful 
approach as a persuasive genome manipulating develop-
ment for numerous fields, including medicine, biologi-
cal, environmental, agricultural and biomedical (Li et al., 

2019). The Cas9/sgRNA ribonucleoprotein complexes 
(RNPs) authenticated by the CRISPR/Cas9 technology 
allow for the desired and managed DNA sequences. This 
strategy can be considered one of the most powerful and 
versatile tools for epigenetic modification, gene editing, 
and transcriptional manipulation. Moreover, CRISPR/
Cas9 innovative tool technology has been hired to recon-
noiter envisioned genes in modification, genome splic-
ing, transcription, and epigenetic regulation (Cox et al., 
2015). In the previous study, they discovered that the 
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated HDR might induce unfavorable 
off-target double-stranded breaks (dsDNA), impeding 
its conceivable uses in clinical investigations (Kosicki 
et al., 2018; Bischoff et al., 2020; Geurts et al., 2020). 
So, scientists have continually established a new type of 
CRISPR/Cas9 for diminishing or managing this previous 
negative effect through developed Cas9 fusion proteins 
and may be called base editors (BE) (Liu et al., 2020). 
Recent research has presented that the fusion of a cyti-
dine deaminase to a partially inactive Cas9 protein al-
lows for competent C-G to T-A base alterations (C-T base 
editing), whereas the opposite is true when the TadA het-
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erodimer is modified (A-G) (Irion et al., 2014; Bischoff 
et al., 2020). This advanced policy BE can represent  
a small space of the single-stranded R-loop twisted when 
Cas9 joins with the target sequence. With astonishing 
developments in genomic tools, CRISPR/Cas9 can offer 
sustainable treatment after a single medication in many 
human inherited diseases. In this paper, we summarized 
the application of CRISPR/Cas9 as a versatile technology 
in treating certain human hereditary and animal diseases 
based on in vitro and in vivo studies (Jiang and Doudna, 
2015; Liu et al., 2020; Fu et al., 2022). This criticism 
aims to present the machinery of the CRISPR/Cas9 tech-
nique as a robust gene editing tool and certain methods 
of enhancing the efficacy of its application. Further, we 
highlighted the potency of using CRISPR/Cas9 to rem-
edy many human genetic diseases and disease-resistant 
animals according to the in vitro and in vivo trials.

mechanism of CRiSpR/Cas9 
According to the reports, CRISPR/Cas9 was original-

ly detected as a bacterial adaptive immune scheme that 
permits promoting the defense system against assaulting 
viruses (Jinek et al., 2012). When the fragments of as-
saulting virus DNA are joined with the bacterial genomic 
sequence, it produces maturation of RNA sequences that 
assemble with the associated Cas proteins to the degra-
dation of the foreign DNA, creating a CRISPR/Cas9 im-
mune response (Jiang and Doudna, 2015). Figure 1 dem-
onstrates the production of CRISPR/Cas9 form bacteria 
after attaching to the virus. This formed protein (Cas9 
protein) links with a trans-activating CRISPR/RNA 
(tracrRNA) and CRISPR RNA (crRNA), which shape 

a rudder for the credit of identical DNA sequences. As 
discovered, Cas9 is a multi-domain protein consisting of 
a recognition lobe (REC), which intercedes the nucleic 
acid binding through a nuclease lobe (NUC) and three 
domains (REC1, REC2 and REC3) (Anders et al., 2014).

Consequently, this distinctive characteristic of the 
Cas9 protein makes its robust efficiency in producing 
DNA breaks at a precise site in target genomic DNA in 
vivo. According to previous documents, the Cas9 formed 
by E. coli bacteria is the utmost discovered and generally 
oppressed amidst the many Cas nucleases that have been 
discovered (Jiang and Doudna, 2015). This might be as-
sociated with the high flexibility and specificity of the 
DNA-sequence, which reported that the CRISPR/Cas9 
approach had been discovered in bulks of experimental 
examinations (Makarova et al., 2006), the Cas9 protein 
can cleave the DNA sequence at specific segments. The 
same authors suggested that there were resemblances be-
tween the function of RNA interference and the CRISPR/
Cas9 scheme. Hereafter, Cas9 and Cas13 silence the gene 
by cleaving RNA, whereas Cas9 cleaves the DNA. 

CRISPR/Cas9 scheme necessitates PAMs (proto-
spacer adjacent motifs) for shorting the 2–6 base-pair 
sequences in the virus genome joined to Cas nucleases 
targeted sequences (Shah et al., 2013). As described by 
some authors, the CRISPR/Cas9 scheme can effectively 
detach or paste through programming gRNA for a de-
tailed position in the terminus genome, to brand genome 
amendments (Jinek et al., 2012). Hence, CRISPR/Cas9 
can manage, edit, remove or deliver new genes and 
knock out or knock in depending on the target gene, as 
reported in Figure 2. 

Figure 1. The machinery of CRISPR formed from the bacteria via adaptation and targeting during the natural process
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Historically, HDR (homology-directed repair) and 
NHEJ (non-homologous end joining) can repair the 
genomic DNA produced via mutations occurrence, dis-
turbing the open reading border and generating an inac-
tivation of the precise gene. Moreover, CRISPR/Cas9 
has become a new versatile and humble RNA-focused 
scheme for genome editing in a varied range of vari-
ous cell kinds, organisms, humans and animals (Cong 
et al., 2013). These studies proved that CRISPR/Cas9 is  
a competent tool to genetically amend genomic DNAs 
in gametes without establishing embryonic stem cells for 
genomic modulation (Bevacqua et al., 2016; Han et al., 
2022). TALENs (transcription activator-like effector nu-
cleases) have also been lately employed for gene therapy. 
TALENs are chimeric proteins containing a programma-
ble DNA binding domain attached to the Fok1 nuclease 
domain, permitting detaching DNAs (double strand) at 
any anticipated sequences (Christian et al., 2010). Ac-
cording to Wei et al. (2013), it was assumed that TALEN 

could bind with targeted DNA depending on its ability to 
bind to a DNA binding domain consisting of numerous 
repeat parts, each repeat comprising amino acids (mostly 
33–35 amino acids). In this regard, TALENs, as a tactic 
of gene editing, is thought to have inferior off-target re-
sult. In spite of assembling TALEN gene tool involves 
much more attempts than creating CRISPR/Cas9, getting 
the CRISPR/Cas9 a more extensively employed tactic for 
genomic editing.

Some human inherited diseases 
Atherosclerosis
Atherosclerosis (ATS) is the main cause of cardio-

vascular diseases and, subsequently, a high death rate 
worldwide (Kizilay Mancini et al., 2021). The ATS is 
considered by the attendance of fibro-fatty injuries in 
the artery barrier owing to lifelong subject to superior 
levels of LDL (low-density lipoprotein) (Gidding and 
Allen, 2019). Moreover, patients with hypercholester-

Figure 2. The mode of action of CRISPR/Cas9 in targeting the gene mutation triggering the disease in animal or human

Figure 3. The potential role of CRISPR/Cas9 in treating some diseases in animals
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olemia (HCL) have a higher generation risk of untimely 
CVDs (cardiovascular diseases) such as atherosclerosis. 
Consequently, lipid-lowering treatments are the main 
therapeutic approach for managing ATS. According to 
many previous works (Kizilay Mancini et al., 2021), it 
was established that HCL is an inherited ailment caused 
by the mutation of some genes and the vastly prevalent 
kind of genetics recognized as HCH (hypercholester-
olemia). The genomic mutations are well documented 
involving this disease (ATS), such as the PCSK9, or 
LDL receptor (LDLR), and apolipoprotein B (APOB), 
were in accounting for 1%, 90%, and 5% of HCL cases, 
respectively (Kizilay Mancini et al., 2021; Zha et al., 
2021). Cho et al. (2020) reported an improvement in 
the survival of transplanted rats using CRISPR/Cas9 for 
targeting the LEF1 gene (lymphoid enhancer binding 
factor 1). They also cardio-defend impact of the LEF1 
gene and can join the stem cell-based therapy with gene 
editing method as a beneficial approach for consider-
ing cardiovascular ailments (Cho et al., 2020). In an-
other investigation, Kizilay Mancini et al. (2021) used 
MSCs (mesenchymal stem cells) isolated from diabetes 
patients (type 2) and ATS was utilized to explore the im-
pact of IKKB manipulation on the immuno-strength of 
MSCs. The results of previous work demonstrated that 
the knockout of the IKKB gene via applying CRISPR/
Cas9 confirmed a significant reduction in pro-inflam-
matory secretions (e.g., IKKB and NF-κB), which, in 
turn, augmented immuno-strength and survival in ATS 
and diabetes patients (type 2). 

For the LDLR mutation, this cellular surface protein 
which is extremely considered in hepatic tissues and 
the chief regulatory function is to abolish high levels of 
LDL from the circulatory system (Defesche et al., 2017). 
This mutation also might support the development and 
progress of ATS clots in ATS patients. Defesche et al. 
(2017) clarified the potentiality of using AAV joined with 
CRISPR/Cas9. They showed a considerable ameliorative 
effect of ATS caused by LDLR gene in mice. With those 
significant results, gene editing via an AAV-CRISPR/
Cas9 tactic (in vivo model) may present a fortunate strat-
egy for treating ATS disease. At the same time, it prob-
ably augments the efficacy of prevailing lipid-lowering 
drugs. Moreover, studies have found that APOC3 (apoli-
poprotein C3) mutation involves HCL, which increases 
the risk of cardiac ailment (Yuan et al., 2019). The study 
was conducted by Zha et al. (2021) using a rabbit em-
bryo and treated with CRISPR/Cas9 system via insert-
ing a sgRNA anchored to exon 2 of APOC3. They found 
that the CRISPR/Cas9 tactic can ameliorate the APOC3 
expression and reduce ATS plaque formation. The anti-
atherosclerotic properties of APOC3 suppression therapy 
exhibited a robust gene editing strategy and could pro-
vide a considerable fact for developing new therapy and 
further clinical uses (Zha et al., 2021). Still, there are no 
trials applying the CRISPR/Cas9 tool for treating the 
HCL or ATS diseases in humans or animals (as models). 
So further studies are required for discovering all muta-

tions involving this disease which might provide us the 
potential therapeutic method via CRISPR/Cas9. 

β-thalassemia
β-thalassemia (TDT) is an inherited autosomal 

disease and is thought to be the utmost serious mono-
genic ailment with severe and probably life-threaten-
ing signs. Several types of TDT are identified, such as 
β-thalassemia, α-thalassemia, and synchronized α- and 
β-thalassemia. Based on the reports, the annual estimated 
TDT is in roughly 60,000 patients (Fu et al., 2022; Li et 
al., 2022). This disease occurs through the mutation of 
the HBB gene (hemoglobin β subunit), an induced disor-
der in the β-globin synthesis in children (Li et al., 2022). 
Efforts have formed substantial experimental indications 
that reactivation of HbF by gene interference of precise 
transcription regulators and features could propose pos-
sible therapeutic sustenance for TDT disease (Fu et al., 
2022). Studies have revealed that the KLF1 (Krueppel-
like factor 1) and BCL11A (B-cell lymphoma/leukemia 
11A ) are principal mediators occupied in the process 
of γ- to β-globin fluctuating and the destruction of these 
genes resulted in HbF rehabilitation (Khan et al., 2018). 
The previous investigations were designed for knock-
ing out the HbF gene, which involved HbF destruction 
(KLF1 and BCL11A) or interposing the accessory loca-
tions of several transcription mediators in the HBG1/2 
gene (γ-globin gene) (Khan et al., 2018; Li et al., 2022). 
Recently, the beneficial applications of CRISPR/Cas9 
in β-thalassemia disorders have been studied by several 
authors (Fu et al., 2022; Li et al., 2022), while the ef-
ficacy of this technique still needs further clarification. 
There are some limitations in gene editing such as lenti-
viral gene moving of β-globin (Negre et al., 2016), which 
proved beneficial features in observed TDT patients. Fur-
thermore, the lentiviral method may induce a high level 
of semi-random integration spots leading to the transac-
tivation of the HMGA2 gene forming the foremost safety 
worries for using this method (Negre et al., 2016; Khan 
et al., 2018). The limitation above put scientists to search 
for a novel gene editing method by applying the CRIS-
PR/Cas9-mediated gene to repair, edit or manage asso-
ciated mutations genes for TDT disease. In this sense,  
a bulk of published papers have clarified the efficacy of 
CRISPR/Cas9 to reactivate HbF transcript, leading to  
a significant impression after promoters’ genetic interfer-
ence of BCL11A, HBG1/2, and LF1 (Yang et al., 2021; Fu 
et al., 2022; Li et al., 2022). 

Targeting the KLF1, BCL11A, and HBG1/2 via 
CRISPR/Cas9 to introduce fetal hemoglobin pattern 
(Yang et al., 2021) revealed that the BCL11A gene is the 
most effective treated gene for supporting the efficacy of 
CRISPR/Cas9 of β-hemoglobinopathies. Moreover, the 
same study displayed that the BCL11A gene is the chief 
clinically relevant defiance while HBG1/2 could indicate  
a positive decision for the gene therapy of TDT. Recent-
ly, CRISPR/Cas9 can target the BCL11A erythroid-spe-
cific enhancer. Genetically and after treating the patients 
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with TDT, higher allelic percentages in bone marrow 
and blood, boosting fetal hemoglobin in SCD patients. 
Although both patients in the present study successfully 
induced robust γ-globin expression and got rid of transfu-
sion dependence, longer follow-up of a larger cohort of 
patients will provide further evidence of the long-term 
efficacy and safety of this gene-editing strategy, confirm-
ing whether CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene editing of the 
BCL11A +58 enhancer can cure pediatric TDT patients 
(Fu et al., 2022). Overall, applying CRISPR/Cas9 may 
describe a fortunate therapeutic feature to the medicine 
of TDT; more clinical and preclinical trials should indi-
cate the security and competence of CRISPR/Cas9 when 
applied for the long term.

Hemophilia
Hemophilia (HEM) is documented as a global X-

linked hereditary ailment due to a lack of clotting factors. 
In addition, HEM is spontaneous bleeding produced by a 
gene dysfunction connected with the extrinsic, intrinsic, 
and mutual coagulation path (Han et al., 2022). Stud-
ies have revealed that two factors, including hemophilia 
A (VIII) and hemophilia B (factor IX), were associated 
with this disease (Park et al., 2015). The CRISPR/Cas9 
scheme has been exploited to manage factor VIII gene 
accuracy in hemophilia A (HA) patients through iPSCs 
(induced pluripotent stem cells). The chromosomal in-
version is the main reason for the factor VIII gene (Park 
et al., 2015; Rong et al., 2022). 

Previously, the study by Park et al. )2015) has ef-
fectively regressed these chromosomal segments back 
to the wild-type condition. Likewise, Wang et al. (2018) 
demonstrated that the CRISPR/Cas9 system has been 
exploited to edit the factor IX gene for repairing cor-
rected hemostasis in newborn and adult mice for long. 
Moreover, the same previous results have been found by 
Morishige et al. (2020), who have effectively corrected 
the factor IX genes of HB patients using iPSCs. Despite 
many previous studies presenting a significant result re-
garding CRISPR/Cas9 in treating hemophilia, clinical 
reports are also needed to validate this gene therapy. The 
bleeding syndrome HA (hemophilia A) is produced by 
F8 (a single gene) imperfection, and a small rise in the 
plasma FVIII factor can considerably enhance its clini-
cal symptom. The previous year, Han et al. (2022) estab-
lished and augmented lipid nanoparticles to carry Cas9 
mRNA along with sgRNA that targeted anti-thrombin in 
mouse hepatocytes. This clearly shows that the mediated 
CRISPR/Cas9 delivery was caused by the suppression of 
AT that led to the development of thrombin creation.

Moreover, the bleeding-connected phenotypes were 
restored in hemophilia A and B mice. These results con-
firmed that CRISPR/Cas9 delivery was a safe and com-
petent tactic for hemophilia therapy (Han et al., 2022). 
Son et al. )2022) used F8-defective human-brought hiP-
SCs from an HA patient (F8d-HA hiPSCs) and F8-cor-
rected (F8c) HA hiPSCs produced by CRISPR/Cas9. The 
same investigation found that a high level of ECs notice-

ably reduced the bleeding time through numerous suc-
cessive bleeding hurdles in HA mice, representing a ro-
bust hemostatic result (90% survival) (Son et al., 2022). 
Moreover, another study (Rong et al., 2022) established 
CRISPR/Cas9-based HDR and base editing for rectify-
ing this mutated gene F8c. They utilized nCas9 (Cas9 
nickase) intermediated HDR and the innovative base edi-
tor ABE8e to correct G20519A and then restrained the 
levels and action of FIX. Furthermore, the same author 
reported that the ABE8e base editor restored the mutation 
proficiently in both Huh7-FIXmut and HEK293-FIXmut 
stem cells (Rong et al., 2022). 

Retinoschisis
Retinoschisis (RT) is a popular X-linked juvenile 

inherited macular regression comprising visualization 
throughout the initial phase of life, with a frequency of 
1 in 5,000–25,000. This disease is clinically associated 
with bilateral foveae, retinal disinterest, vitreous hemor-
rhage, and departure of the inner retinal hide (Molday et 
al., 2012). The RS1 (Retinoschisin 1) gene has been found 
in the retina of mice at the X-linked with six exons. It en-
codes a protein that consists of 224 amino acids, which 
is formed by photoreceptors of the retina (inner and outer 
coats) (Tantri et al., 2004). Previous elucidations have 
demonstrated that the patients with mutations RS1, such 
as Asp145His, Arg213Gln, Arg209His, and Arg102Gln, 
demonstrate cute RT features in the scientific character-
istics (Tantri et al., 2004). This mutation in the RS1 gene 
might induce the misfolding that affects intracellular pro-
tein accumulation, ultimately resulting in cystic systems 
in the retina (Molday et al., 2012). Genomic editing for 
modulating the RS1 gene caused the retinoschisis was 
reported previously using CRISPR/Cas9 in an animal 
model (Yang et al., 2021). 

For establishing RS1 (c.625 C>T), Yang et al. (2021) 
utilized the CRISPR/Cas9 scheme combined with car-
boxylated nano-diamond (ND; as a carrier 3 nm). Based 
on the previous study, this method has a consistent and 
biocompatible element for revolutionizing a precise dis-
trict of DNA in a cell. The ND might introduce an ef-
ficiency assumed by retina cells in mice and hiPSCs 
associated with the RS1 gene. Genetically RS inherited 
can be advanced via applying the CRISPR/Cas9 through 
establishing the causal mutations into hiPSCs. Despite the 
achievements above in CRISPR/Cas9 for treating RS1 mu-
tation, Cho et al. (2020) suggested that it is not accurate 
to progress CRISPR/Cas9 for gene editing to individual 
patients’ mutations due to a large number of 200 muta-
tion spots in the RS1 gene that have been revealed. Ac-
complishing CRISPR/Cas9-interfered knock-cutting-edge 
of the RS1 gene in the retinas of XLRS patients would 
be an innovative therapeutic policy. Based on the genetic 
screening, we suggested that there is some limitation in the 
applying of CRISPR/Cas9 for gene because there is a huge 
number of mutations associated with this disease. 

More genomic studies are further required in XLRS 
patients to get more information which will help manipu-
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late this genetic disease in which precise mutations only 
function in local tissues.

Parkinson’s disease
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative dis-

ease (ND) that inflicts considerable emotional, medical, 
and economic problems on humanity (Buhidma et al., 
2020). This PD has a specific mutation in SNCA (synu-
clein alpha) that encrypts the α-synuclein protein (A53T-
SNCA) (Axelsen and Woldbye, 2018), a serious issue 
for familial PD. This mutation (A53T-SNCA) has been 
found in the familial PD, and CRISPR/Cas9 can delete 
or repair it through in vivo and in vitro trials. The results 
of those studies showed that the adeno-associated virus 
carrying SaCas9-KKH with a sgRNA effectively target-
ing A53T-SNCA and significantly decreased the expres-
sion of A53T-SNCA in the cell line. Moreover, A53T-
SNCA deletion significantly released the α-synuclein up 
expression, dopaminergic neurodegeneration, reactive 
microgliosis, and parkinsonian motor indicators (Yoon 
et al., 2022). According to this outcome, we supposed 
that the CRISPR/Cas9 scheme can provide a potential 
inhibition policy for A53T-SNCA-specific in PD. The 
other study related to this topic (Li et al., 2021) used the 
AAV9-delivered CRISPR/Cas9 system to edit the PINK1 
(PTEN-induced kinase 1) and DJ-1 genes in the monkey 
brain. Through short time (6–10 months of insertion), the 
former authors found that CRISPR/Cas9 can progress a 
bulky number of genetically modified PD monkeys, of-
fering an applied transgenic monkey model for upcoming 
PD studies (Li et al., 2021). Additional investigation is 
required for more spotlight on the potentiality of apply-
ing CRISPR/Cas9 in treating PD diseases in humans. 

Muscular dystrophy
Muscular dystrophy (MD) is defined as continually 

distributing skeletal muscle growth through spontaneous 
or genetic hereditary mutations. According to the reports, 
MD is a common human inherited disorder, with an esti-
mated rate of around 1:5,000 newborn males (Ousterout 
et al., 2015). Deficiency in the expression of dystrophin 
and dystrophin-glycoprotein complex resulted in gener-
ating arrangements of rejuvenation and necrosis, increas-
ing muscle failure and muscle membrane breakability 
(Bengtsson et al., 2017; Mata López et al., 2020). The 
use of gene editing in treating MD has been performed 
for a long time (Ousterout et al., 2015). Still, it is going 
in progress using the advantage of the proficiency of vec-
tors derived from AAV in delivering or inserting some 
genes systemically via the vasculature method. With the 
progress in molecular genetics, scientists revealed that 
CRISPR/Cas9 had been potentially used in involving 
AAV vectors for treating MD. In a previous work ex-
plored by Ousterout et al. (2015), the mutational hotspot 
was targeted at exons 45–55, established fluctuations 
within the entire exons, and eliminated one or more exons 
via multiplexed sgRNA for repairing the MD mutation in 
humans. Certain in vitro experiments identified the gene-

editing tool’s ability to correct DMD (Duchenne muscu-
lar dystrophy) patient myoblasts by 62% via CRISPR/
Cas9 (Ousterout et al., 2015) and the dystrophin gene 
was effectively restored. Moreover, the dystrophic muta-
tion mdx4cv was corrected via dual and single AAV vector/
Cas9 and merged with a sgRNA scheme to repair the MD 
mutation in mice entirely (Bengtsson et al., 2017). Cas9 
has developed multi-targeting genes or specific DNA re-
gions for MD remedy (Zhang et al., 2022). 

Dogs have been used as animal models for gene edit-
ing. Mata López et al. (2020) clarified the use of TALEN 
and CRISPR to revitalize the transcript of MD via HDR in 
myoblasts/myotubes and later via intramuscular injection 
of corrected MD dogs. They were applying a genome-
wide CRISPR/Cas9 awning for detecting gene pathways 
in relationship with DUX4 in muscle, as clarified by Lek 
et al. (2020). The previous experiment showed that treat-
ing hypoxia pathway suppressors produced improved 
DUX4 protein turnover, decreasing cellular hypoxia ac-
tivity and forfeiture (Lek et al., 2020). In addition, these 
elements confirmed viability in depressing FSHD (faci-
oscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy) gene pattern indi-
ces in a patient with myogenic lines, further improving 
the structural and functionality patterns in zebrafish (as 
an animal FSHD model). The study of Lin et al. (2020) 
reported enhancing the competence of gene therapy in 
SMA (spinal muscular atrophy), achievement in splicing 
rectification of ESS (exonic splicing silencer A and B) 
of SMN (survival motor neuron) gene at exon 7 through 
base editing. They confirmed that this accomplishment 
was operative and like A36G conversion. Both A38G and 
A36G have a considerable effect on SMN protein forma-
tion that has a role in apoptotic paths (Lin et al., 2020), 
while the evidence of its importance functionality in in 
vivo needed further trials. As mentioned in the above sec-
tion, base editing is a new effective tool in gene ending 
by CRISPR/Cas9. This erstwhile trial might confirm the 
application of modern therapeutic tactics for remedying 
SMA patients via the base editing-intermediated join-
ing modification. Recently, Zhang et al. (2022) used 
CRISPR/Cas9 via a sgRNA for targeting exon 51 in mice 
(inserted human genomic sequence; HGS). They found 
the high capability of CRISPR/Cas9 in restoring the dys-
trophin expression and alleviated pathologic trademarks 
of MD, comprising grip strength and histopathological 
changes. This feature could open the door for using mice 
with HGS, allow more in vivo valuation of clinically 
pertinent gene therapy policies and other therapeutic tac-
tics, and characterize a noteworthy phase concerning the 
therapeutic translation of CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing for 
rectification of MD in human propulsion.

 
Phenylketonuria
Phenylketonuria (PKU) is a hereditary syndrome 

(monogenic) that raises the concentrations of metabolic 
molecules termed phenylalanine in the circulatory sys-
tem. This disease results in a deficiency in the forma-
tion of phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH) in hepatocytes. 
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PKU characterizes one of the broadly prevalent newborn 
burdens of metabolism. Rising levels of PKU in the blood 
induced neuro-damages and hyperphenylalaninemia in 
the nerve cells (Blau, 2016). Moreover, serious neuro-
logical weakening, hepatic toxicities, and kidney failure 
were detected in PKU, subsequent in psychological syn-
dromes (Cazzorla et al., 2018), logical incapacity, and 
seizures. Nutritional interventions have been suggested 
to reduce PKU disorder’s adverse effects via depress-
ing the phenylalanine. While with the progress in gene 
editing can apply to gene therapy to rectify this disease 
(Cazzorla et al., 2018). A study used CRISPR-Cas9 to 
manage/remove some genes, such as deletion of PINK1 
(Yang et al., 2021) and G2019S in LRRK2 deletion of 
SNCA (Chen et al., 2019). 

Investigations on gene editing have demonstrated 
that CRISPR/Cas9 can modify the genomic sequence for 
PKU treatment in animals or cell lines (Richards et al., 
2020). Using CRISPR/Cas9 in a pig as an animal model 
for studying the gene therapy in PKU disease, Koppes et 
al. (2020) investigated the changes in histopathological 
alteration in pigs to get more data helping in understand-
ing the PKU disease and, after that, evaluated innova-
tive therapeutic interventions. The same report indicated 
that the zygote was injected with 2 sgRNAs joined with 
Cas9 mRNA and displayed losses in embryos, with em-
bryo transfer to an extra, leading to two originator pigs. 
This strategy produced one pig with heterozygous for 
a PAH (phenylalanine hydroxylase) gene at exon six and 
many heterozygous for losses of exon 6 and 7 (Koppes 
et al., 2020). 

Moreover, the CRISPR/Cas9 displayed continuous 
modification of the Pahenu2 allele in mice hepatocytes 
with a significant reduction of phenylalanine in the cir-
culatory system (Richards et al., 2020), resilient frac-
tional refurbishment of hepatocyte PAH activity, and 
ducking of maternal PKU properties through pregnancy. 
The study of Singh et al. )2021) applied CRISPR/Cas9 
for generating mice with Pah-KO, efficiently changing 
GAG (codon 7) in Pah gene to a stop TAG codon. This 
fact clarified that the Pah-KO mice epitomize the uses 
of PKU in many biological uses, including metabolic 
disturbance and clinical and biochemical phenotypes. 
Delivery of Pah gene in mice genome via TALENS or 
CRISPR/Cas9 for more understanding of the hepatic res-
toration via PAH recognition. According to Singh et al. 
(2021), this model may present proposals for a substitute 
preclinical PKU model that had better be supportive of 
the valuation of several therapeutic approaches for the 
treatment of PKU. These different CRISPR/Cas-based 
gene editing studies have demonstrated that they can 
be used for correcting different associated genes in PD 
patients. As mentioned in the above lines, bulks of ef-
forts have revealed that CRISPR/Cas9 system possibly 
uses a robust device for persistent PKU gene correction. 
Gene alteration for PKU patients is a recent process to 
improve lifetime neurological protection while author-
izing unconstrained nutritional phenylalanine feeding by 

manipulative hepatocytes recombinant AAV2/8 vectors 
to kind existing CRISPR/Cas9 system for PKU disorder.

Tyrosinemia
Tyrosinemia (TYR) is recognized as a metabolic, 

genetic ailment with an occurrence rate of about 1 per 
100,000 individuals (Paulk et al., 2010). TYR is trig-
gered by the mutation of FAH (fumarylacetoacetate 
hydrolase), which is imperative for tyrosine degrada-
tion in the body (VanLith et al., 2018). This deficiency 
in FAH-induced insufficient breakdown of tyrosine re-
sults in accretion of tyrosine and, thus, poisonous me-
tabolites. Moreover, TYR disease is complicated with 
different hepatic disorders, for instance, hepatic failure, 
serious hepatic cirrhosis, and hepatic cancer (Shao et al., 
2018). Consequently, TYR is a respectable classic for 
gene therapy, and numerous methods have been speci-
fied to recover TYR symptoms in mammals (Shao et al., 
2018). A study by Yin et al. (2014) showed that the FAH 
mutation gene was corrected using CRISPR/Cas9. It has 
been documented that HT1 patients have shown this mu-
tation in exon 8, which has an unbalanced FAH protein 
(Shao et al., 2018). A CRISPR-Cas scheme has exploited 
the gene editing of hepatocytes for correcting TYR in  
a mouse model, and sole nucleotide mutation weakened 
FAH functionality (Rossidis et al., 2018). Moreover, the 
study of Rossidis et al. (2018) has established the modi-
fication of HT1 (hereditary tyrosinemia type 1) before 
birth using the CRISPR process. In an existing investiga-
tion, Song et al. (2020) applied the CRISPR-Cas9 ho-
mology in a mouse model for restoration to correct an 
A>G point of the FAH mutation gene (Shao et al., 2018). 
Using gene editing, the principal prenatal phase has been 
utilized to prevent a fatal metabolic ailment (Shao et al., 
2018). Likewise, it has industrialized a novel system for 
gene editing with prodigious consistency and fashioned 
a Fah mutant rat to scrutinize whether Cas9-mediated 
genome editing can competently remove, edit or change 
the FAH, next recognized that Cas9n seldom creates in-
dels in various cell lines (Shao et al., 2018). Besides, ap-
plying CRISPR/Cas9 in HTI mice as a constructed gene 
treatment prevents the improvement of hepatic cirrhosis 
(Shao et al., 2018). Collectively, screening data proposes 
that nucleotide base editing can be utilized to change ge-
netic syndromes in other mammalian animals.

Cystic fibrosis 
Cystic fibrosis (CYF) is a monogenic genetic disorder 

caused by the misexpression of the CFTR gene located 
on chromosome 7. This disease has targeted the tissues 
of the digestive system. The morbidity rate of CYF is 
around 1 for 4000 newborns, especially in northern Eu-
rope. At normal homeostasis, the function of the CFTR 
gene is to participate in the somatic regulation and ion 
channel in the cellular body, where it can attach the chlo-
ride anion channel with ATP (adenosine triphosphate) 
(Fan et al., 2018). So, this gene can also contribute to 
mineral homeostasis in the body, especially chloride 
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and bicarbonate. Using the CRISPR/Cas9 technique as 
a developed gene therapy tool, several studies have in-
dicated that this process could improve survivability in 
patients with CYF (Schwank et al., 2013; Firth et al., 
2015). Moreover, it has been clarified that the stem cell 
isolated from CYF patients (lungs) was used for correct-
ing the CFTR gene by CRISPR/Cas9 (Firth et al., 2015). 
In this sense, the functionality of CFTR protein was re-
established via employing the CRISPR/Cas9 in the form 
of stem cells (intestinal tissues) of pediatric patients with 
CYF (Schwank et al., 2013). 

Another study (Crane et al., 2015) used the iPSCs to 
repair the CFRT gene through CRISPR/Cas9 in patients 
with lung CYF. Sheep (Fan et al., 2018) have been used 
to study the treatment of CYF in humans via CRISPR/
Cas9. The previous investigation created a sheep model 
for animal construction CFTR model. Successfully new-
born CFTR–/– sheep were reported and similar pathologi-
cal characteristics (liver, gallbladder damage, pancreatic 
fibrosis, intestinal inhibition, and lack of veins) with hu-
mans were found. 

This developed technique in an animal model will 
open the door for managing early disease progress, 
which is intractable to explore in humans and could 
advance innovative ways. Interestingly, the phenotype 
of CFTR–/– sheep produced by CRISPR/Cas9 indicates  
a valued reserve to the progress of new CYF gene editing 
therapeutics in humans. Studies on other animals, such 
as rabbits (Sinn et al., 2011), implemented the CRISPR/
Cas9-mediated of CYF rabbits. They reported that an 
achievable animal model might offer the CYF in a com-
munity as a midway-sized typically connected to the 
pathogenesis of humans with CYF. 

Other scientists from Iran (Khatibi et al., 2021) have 
shown the CRISPR/Cas9 (a sgRNA-Cas9) for modifica-
tion of the CFTR gene using PBMC (peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells). They clarified the feasibility of site-
specific gene targeting with the CRISPR/Cas9 system. 
As shown in Table 1, positive applications of CRISPR/
Cas9 exist on CYF and other kinds of hereditary disorders. 
For enhancing the efficiency, it confirmed that CRISPR-
9-based adenine was effective in treating CYF in in vitro 
model (stem cells). Recently, in bronchial cells, Khatibi et 
al. (2021) elucidated that CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing ef-
fectively enhanced the expression of the CFTR gene in hu-
mans (in vitro model). In a comparative investigation for 
studying the effective tool of Cas9 or Cas12a in enhanc-
ing the expression of the CFTR gene (Santos et al., 2022), 
they reported that Cas9 achieved superior rectification of 
CFTR compared to Cas12a, with values of 18% and 8% 
for Cas9 and Cas12, respectively. According to the above 
studies related to CYF disease, applying CRISPR/Cas9 
may effectively produce a gene device for restoring the 
CFTR mutation in in vivo or in vitro models and hopeful 
outcomes for remedying the genetic CYF disorder. Hence-
forward, it appears that the employment of CRISPR/Cas9 
is a potent device in empowering the medication of genetic 
therapy for roughly all CYF patients.

disease-resistant animals
In the present era of advanced molecular explora-

tions, CRISPR/Cas9 is a potent technology for applica-
tion in disease resistance to animals. Many diseases have 
affected the welfare and productivity and caused a huge 
loss in the production of dairy cattle or other agricultural 
animals (Liu et al., 2022). Vicencio et al. (2022) used the 
CRISPR/Cas9 nickase for generating the tuberculosis-
resistant hereditarily adapted animal via suppression of 
the expression of NRAMP1 in bovine fetal fibroblasts 
(BFFs). The previous study generated some animals 
(cows) that can resist tuberculosis (Gao et al., 2017). Ad-
ditionally, Bevacqua et al. (2016) demonstrated that the 
CRISPR/Cas9 modified the bovine PRNP gene at exon 
3 to generate knockouts in both early and fetal embryos 
fibroblasts in bovine. This PRNP mutation gene might be 
associated with fetal disorder in mammals (Bevacqua et 
al., 2016). 

Brucellosis is one of the primary severe zoonotic mal-
adies worldwide, and this affects its embarrassment to 
the animal population and causes a strict finance-related 
problem for stock breeders. It has been reported that the 
RpolA gene (RNA polymerase subunit A) is associated 
with the replication of Brucella within the cellular sys-
tem of the host (Ikeda et al., 2017). A study by Karponi 
et al. (2019) used transduced infected cells with lentivi-
ral vectors comprising the CRISPR/Cas9 to suppress this 
gene RpolA in cattle. Results indicate that the number of 
internalized brucellae/cells is considerably decreased af-
ter transduction with CRISPR/Cas9 vector with a multi-
plicity degree infection of 60 (Karponi et al., 2019). The 
MAP (Mycobacterium avium subspecies paratuberculo-
sis) is a common microbial pathogen that causes chronic 
enteritis and Johne’s disorder in cattle (Karponi et al., 
2019). The IL10RA (interleukin-10 receptor alpha) gene 
is a critical mediator of inflammation and has been dis-
covered to be associated with mastitis and MAP patho-
genesis in cows (Liu et al., 2022). Targeting this gene via 
CRISPR/Cas9 might be useful for protecting dairy cows 
from this disease. Authors performed that CRISPR/Cas9 
can generate an IL10RA knockout in cattle’s epithelial 
tissues of mammary glands (Liu et al., 2022). According 
to Mallikarjunappa et al. (2020), the wide and significant 
impacts of IL10RA knockout could improve the modi-
fication of pro-inflammatory cytokine expression, thus 
supporting the immune-boosting molecule of IL10RA 
in bringing an anti-inflammatory action, as well as its 
probable functional interface attachment among immune 
responses connected with chronic enteritis and Johne’s 
disorder (Mallikarjunappa et al., 2020). 

There is a lack of data concerning applying CRISPR/
Cas9 in animals resisting disease. In this sense, further 
investigations are desired to discover new mutations 
that caused several diseases which affect the welfare 
and productivity of dairy cattle for developing modified 
CRISPR/Cas9 for treatment options involving those mu-
tations in animals, helping to reduce the economic losses 
in dairy farms.
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Table 1. The main findings of using CRISPR/Cas9 therapy in treating hereditary disease in human and animal models

References Model Target gene Main findings Diseases

1 2 3 4 5

Cho et al., 2020 Rats LEF1 An improvement in the survival of transplanted rats 
using CRISPR/Cas9 for targeting LEF1 gene.

Atherosclerosis

Kizilay Mancini et al., 
2021

MSCs (mesenchymal stem 
cells) isolated from diabetes 
patients (type 2)

IKKB The results of previous work demonstrated that the 
knockout of IKKB gene via applying CRISPR/Cas9 
confirmed a significant reduction in pro-inflamma-
tory secretions (e.g., IKKB and NF-κB), which, in 
turn, augmented immuno-strength and survival in 
ATS and diabetes patients (type 2).

Defesche et al., 2017 Mice LDLR AAV joined with CRISPR/Cas9 showed a consid-
erable ameliorative effect of ATS caused by LDLR 
gene in mice

Zha et al., 2021 Rabbit embryo APOC3 CRISPR/Cas9 tactic can ameliorate the APOC3 
expression and reduce ATS plaque formation. The 
anti-atherosclerotic properties of APOC3 suppres-
sion therapy exhibited a robust gene editing strategy.

Yang et al., 2021 Rabbit KLF1, 
BCL11A, 

and 
HBG1/2

BCL11A gene is the chief clinically relevant defiance 
while HBG1/2 could indicate a positive decision for 
the gene therapy of TDT.

β-thalassemia

Fu et al., 2022 Pediatric TDT patients BCL11A Successfully induced robust γ-globin expression and 
got rid of transfusion dependence, longer follow-up 
of a larger cohort of patients will provide further 
evidence on the long-term efficacy and safety of this 
gene-editing strategy, confirming whether CRISPR/
Cas9-mediated gene editing.
Higher allelic percentages in bone marrow and 
blood boost fetal hemoglobin in SCD patients.

Wang et al., 2018 Mice factor 
IX gene

CRISPR/Cas9 system has been exploited to edit the 
factor IX gene for repairing corrected hemostasis in 
newborn and adult mice for lifelong.

Hemophilia

Morishige et al., 2020 Patients IX gene Effectively corrected the factor IX gene of HB pa-
tients using iPSCs.

Han et al., 2022 Hepatic mouse ---- Augmented lipid nanoparticles carry Cas9 mRNA 
along with sgRNA that targeted antithrombin in 
hepatocytes of the mouse.
 This clearly shows that the mediated CRISPR/Cas9 
delivery was caused by the suppression of AT that 
led to the development of thrombin creation. 
Moreover, the bleeding-connected phenotypes were 
restored in hemophilia A and B mice.

Son et al., 2022 hiPSCs from HA patient F8-c F8-defective humans brought hiPSCs from an HA 
patient (F8d-HA hiPSCs) and F8-corrected (F8c) 
HA hiPSCs produced by CRISPR/Cas9. 
The same investigation found that a high level of ECs 
noticeably reduced the bleeding time through numer-
ous successive bleeding hurdles in HA mice, represent-
ing a robust hemostatic result (90% survival).

Rong et al., 2022 Stem cell F8c gene The base editor ABE8e corrected G20519A and then 
restrained the levels and action of FIX. Furthermore, 
the same author reported that the ABE8e base edi-
tor restored the mutation proficiently in both Huh7-
FIXmut and HEK293-FIXmut stem cells.

Yang et al., 2021 Retina cells in mice and hiP-
SCs

RS1 gene This method has a consistent and biocompatible ele-
ment for revolutionizing a precise district of DNA 
in a cell. The carboxylated nanodiamond might in-
troduce efficiently assumed retina cells in mice and 
hiPSCs, which are associated with the RS1 gene.

Retinoschisis

Axelsen and Woldbye, 
2018

Cell line A53T-SNCA The results of those studies showed that the ade-
no-associated virus carrying SaCas9-KKH with a 
sgRNA effectively targeted A53T-SNCA and sig-
nificantly decreased the expression of A53T-SNCA 
in cell line

Parkinson’s 
disease
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Table 1 – contd.

1 2 3 4 5

Mata López et al., 2020 Dog ------ Have clarified the use of TALEN and CRISPR to re-
vitalize the transcript of MD via HDR in myoblasts 
/myotubes and later via intramuscular injection of 
corrected MD dog.

Muscular dystro-
phy

Lek et al., 2020 Muscle cells DUX4 Treating hypoxia pathway suppressors improved 
DUX4 protein turnover, decreasing cellular hypoxia 
activity and forfeiture.

Lin et al., 2020 Zebrafish ------ Results confirmed viability in depressing FSHD 
(facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy) pattern 
indices in myogenic patients, further improving the 
structural and functionality patterns in zebrafish (as 
an animal FSHD model). 
Enhancing the competence of gene therapy for SMA 
(spinal muscular atrophy), achievement in splicing 
rectification of ESS (exonic splicing silencer A and 
B) of SMN (survival motor neuron) gene at exon 7 
through base editing. 
They confirmed that this accomplishment was op-
erative and like A36G conversion. 
Both A38G and A36G have a considerable effect on 
SMN protein formation that has a role in apoptotic paths.

Zhang et al., 2022 Mice Exon 51 They found the high capability of CRISPR/Cas9 
in restoring the dystrophin expression and allevi-
ated pathologic trademarks of MD, comprising grip 
strength and histopathological changes.

Koppes et al., 2020 Pigs PINK1 gene The same report indicated that the zygote was injected 
with 2 sgRNAs joined with Cas9 mRNA and displayed 
losses in embryos, with embryo transfer to an extra, 
leading to two originator pigs. This strategy produced 
one pig heterozygous for a PAH gene at exon six and 
many heterozygous for losses of exon 6 and 7.

Phenylketonuria

Singh et al., 2021 Mice PAH gene Applied CRISPR/Cas9 for generating mice with 
Pah-KO, efficiently changing GAG (codon 7) in Pah 
gene to a stop TAG codon.

Shao et al., 2018 Rats ------ HT1 patients have shown this mutation in exon 8, 
which has an unbalanced FAH protein.
Applying CRISPR/Cas9 in HTI mouse as a con-
structed gene treating preventing the improvement 
of hepatic cirrhosis

Tyrosinemia

Schwank et al., 2013 Pediatric patients with CYF CFTR It was re-established the functionality of CFTR protein 
via employing the CRISPR/Cas9 in the form of stem 
cells (intestinal tissues) of pediatric patients with CYF

Cystic fibrosis

Fan et al., 2018 Sheep CFTR The previous investigation created a sheep model 
for animal construction CFTR model. Successfully 
newborn CFTR–/– sheep were reported, and similar 
pathological characteristics (liver, gallbladder dam-
age, pancreatic fibrosis, intestinal inhibition, and 
lack of veins) with humans were found

Khatibi et al., 2021 PBMC (peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells)

CFTR CRISPR/Cas9 (a sgRNA-Cas9) for modification of 
CFTR gene using PBMC (peripheral blood mononu-
clear cells). They clarified the feasibility of site-spe-
cific gene targeting with the CRISPR/Cas9 system

Khatibi et al., 2021 Bronchial cells CFTR The CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing effectively enhanced the 
expression of CFTR gene in humans (in vitro model).

Santos et al., 2022 CFF-16HBEge W1282X 
CFTR cell line

------ A comparative investigation for studying the effec-
tive tool of Cas9 or Cas12a in enhancing the expres-
sion of CFTR gene.
They reported that Cas9 achieved superior rectifica-
tion of CFTR compared to Cas12a, with values of 
18% and 8% for Cas9 and Cas12, respectively. 
According to the above studies related to CYF dis-
ease, applying CRISPR/Cas9 may effectively pro-
duce a gene device for restoring the CFTR mutation 
in in vivo or in vitro models.
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Improving the efficacy of CRISPR/Cas9 
As mentioned in the previous sections, CRISPR/Cas9 

permits quick, accurate, and simplified methods to re-
place or knockout sequences in various animal species. 
Moreover, using Cas9 protein as a simple method for-
tified with the sgRNA (a single guide RNA) is widely 
common in targeting several genes (Statkute et al., 2022). 
The delivery system can be achieved with adenovirus, 
mRNA, protein transfection, or lentiviral delivery (Liu et 
al., 2020). Moreover, studies have reported that the use 
of lentiviral or plasmid could present antibiotic resist-
ance signs (Hinderer et al., 2018; Statkute et al., 2022), 
and also animals treated with CRISPR/Cas9 with high 
AAV (≥1.5 × 1014 vg/kg) may activate the severity of 
liver toxicity. In this regard, Statkute et al. (2022) re-
ported that the use of Cas9 is more effective than the 
Cas12 method for resorting to some genetic mutations 
that cause inherited diseases such as CYF. According to 
the previous studies of Zhang et al. (2019), the effective-
ness of applying CRISPR/Cas9 as adaptable epigenetic 
editing was higher in sgRNA than in AAV. To combat the 
previous issues, Ad (adenovirus) vectors avoid several of 
these effects, with high efficiency, no integration, higher 
packaging limits, transient expression, and safety profile 
(Statkute et al., 2022). 

The era of using DDS (drug delivery systems) in 
many biomedical uses provided innovative alterations 
for improving the potential applications of CRISPR/Cas9 
in treating many inherited diseases (Ikeda et al., 2017). 
Studies by Zhang et al. (2019) recommended that recent 
DDS commonly have superior competence and inferior 
immunogenicity related to previous conventional meth-
ods (Wei et al., 2020). Moreover, the hire of DDS can 
be eligible to bring the differences of inherited diseases 
through stuffing the multidrug combination within the 
equal delivery amenity. 

Researchers have recognized respective types of 
DDS incorporated with CRISPR/Cas9 for enhancing ef-
ficacy and safety, such as inorganic nanoparticles (Zhang 
et al., 2019), lipid-based nanoparticles (Liu et al., 2020), 
and polymer-based nanoparticles (Chen et al., 2019) to 
remedy inherited diseases. Another technique was per-
formed to improve the efficacy of CRISPR/Cas9 and its 
application; Wang et al. (2018) used a base editor (BE) 
to extricate off-target impacts, scrutinize the landscapes, 
and remove the restrictions of these off-target valuation 
schemes.

An earlier trial by Zuo et al. (2019) in China, have 
confirmed cases of how the off-target properties of BE 
can be weakened via biological-understanding-directed 
engineering to develop the competence of these vigorous 
epigenetic treatments schemes for either treatment or to 
investigate attainments. According to Komor et al. (2016) 
studies, they used BE joined Cas9, and APOBEC1 (cy-
tosine deaminase), in the track of sgRNA to improve the 
exact revolution of a base from C·G to T·A. 

Recently, scientists developed many kinds of BE gen-
erations to boost the competence of the CRISPR/Cas9 

uses in inherited diseases. For instance, it was exploited 
that BE3 was more effective in enhancing the compe-
tence of CRISPR/Cas9 in the genomic editing of embry-
os of various species (Komor et al., 2016). Interestingly, 
this privileged exertion for the first time demonstrated 
that respective de novo SNVs are enhanced by BE3. Ad-
ditionally, Zuo et al. (2019) discovered the genome-wide 
off-target analysis by two-cell embryo injection (GOTI) 
to recognize off-target mutations via deletion or modifi-
cation of DNA sequence in one blastomere of two-cell 
mouse embryos utilizing either CRISPR-Cas9 or base 
editors. Comprehensively, GOTI is a newly developed 
technology that could be a supportive policy for explor-
ing off-target effects of numerous fragments in the DNA 
without inhibiting single-nucleotide polymorphisms in 
many individuals. Remarkably, Zuo et al. (2019) men-
tioned that a good clarification is that our scheme, GOTI, 
notices the cellular system established from an exact 
gene-modified blastomere.

Conclusion 
In this review, we highlighted the efficacy of using 

CRISPR/Cas9 technology for treating some inherited dis-
eases in humans. Firstly, we described the development 
of CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing, then studies reported on 
using CRISPR/Cas9 in some animal diseases have also 
been reviewed. Finally, when CRISPR/Cas9 has been es-
tablished with some vectors showing some obstacles, the 
method for enhancing the application of CRISPR/Cas9 in 
different fields is also documented for knowledge of the 
stop-point in the research related to this topic. Although 
experts are faithful in decreasing off-target impacts and 
enhancing targeting competence, there are still some un-
escapable borders. Hence, it is necessary to increase ex-
plorations using animal models, empowering profound 
comprehension of the assortment among patients to no-
tify personalized treatments.
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